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views with those of Gandhi shattered the last vestige of hope
of resuscitating the Liberal Federation by winning him over
to take up the work of constitution and in acting in a spirit
of moderation and reasonableness. The Rt. Hon. V. S.
Sastri, in a parting appeal to Gandhi, asked him to recognize
that there was some knowledge, some wisdom, some patriot-
ism even outside the ranks of the Congress which he so much
worshipped.
But the position taken up by the Indian Liberals had not
been at all popular in the country, although they certainly
represented some of the most able men in Indian public life.
They realized that their voice alone would not be sufficiently
powerful in securing the modifications they demanded in the
various proposals that came before the Conference. The
minority communities were, on the whole, satisfied that their
case had won the support of the Government and would,
therefore, be adequately safeguarded.
The representatives of the Indian States felt that the
conditions of their entry into Federation, as agreed upon,
were probably more favourable to them now than they
might be at a later stage. They saw some advantage
in the offer of remission of the tributes now due to the
Government of India and also of territorial concessions, in
a few instances, as the reward of supplying the Constitution
with stabilizing forces. In the willingness of the Govern-
ment to re-open negotiations with the State of Hyderabad,
in respect of the cession of the Berars—the question which
was closed by Lord Reading by his decision that there could
be no retrocession—the Princes realized the importance His
Majesty's Government attached to their immediate entry
into Federation.
Each section of these participants to the Conference knew
that the final picture had yet to be drawn, and that before
it was finished for presentation to Parliament yet another
opportunity would be given to them for the expression
of their doubts and demands. They awaited expectantly
the emergence of the White Paper from the India Office.

